Welcome to
Swan Ward

Patient Information

Welcome to Swan Ward
Guide for Patients and Carers
Swan Ward, located at St. Peter’s Hospital is a 31 bed facility
for patients who require trauma and elective surgery for
Orthopaedic conditions and other general surgical
procedures.

Contact details
The direct lines for Swan Ward are:
01932 723220 or 01932 723221

Telephone enquiries
You will be asked for permission before we give any information
to relatives. It is sometimes difficult to give detailed information
over the phone to anyone but the next of kin.
It would be helpful if one member of the family is elected to
telephone the ward, and then pass on information to others.
Please advise the Nurse in charge of the name of this person.
Should you need to telephone the ward, please do so after
10.00 am.
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Ward clerk
The Ward Clerk will be available between 08.00 and 15.00 hours
Monday to Friday, and will be pleased to answer any questions
you may have. If the Ward Clerk is not available please ask for
the Nurse in charge.

Staff
The day-to-day management of the ward is carried out by a Ward
Sister and/or Charge Nurse. They lead a team of dedicated
Nurses who will endeavour to make your stay in hospital as
comfortable as possible.
The name of the Nurse in charge of looking after you will be
written on a board at the Nurses station daily.

Your Medical Consultant is a specialist in
Orthopaedics or Medicine / Care of the Elderly
Corthogeriatrician
The Consultant in charge of your care is supported by a team
of doctors who are contacted by a bleep system as they also
cover the Accident and Emergency Centre, theatres, outpatient,
pre-assessment and fracture clinics.
A member of your team of Doctors will see you daily on
weekdays.
At week-ends and out of hours there is an on-call Doctor
covering the Unit.
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Should a relative wish to speak to one of the Doctors (with your
permission), or make an appointment to see the Consultant,
please ask at the Nurses Station.

Visiting hours
Visiting times for Swan Ward are 15.00 - 16.30 and 18.00 - 20.00
hours daily. Only two visitors to a bed are permitted at any one
time. We request that visitors do not sit on the beds.
We ask that relatives and carers do not visit outside the above
hours, but should they need to do so, please arrange this with
the nurse in charge and inform him/her on arrival.

Meals and special diets
Meals are served at 07.00, 12.00 mid-day and 17.00 hours.
Hot drinks are offered throughout the day. If you would like a
drink at any time please ask the Nurse looking after you.
If you have any specific dietary requirements, please advise
the Nurse in Charge or reception staff when you are admitted.
A trolley selling snacks, magazines and drinks visits the ward
Monday to Friday. There is a cafeteria and a shop in the Main
Reception area which is open 08.30 – 15.00 hours, Monday to
Friday and 09.00 – 14.00 hours at weekends and bank holidays.
If you have concerns about help with feeding, please let the
Nurses know. Relatives are most welcome to come at meal
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times to assist; this must have been agreed with the ward
manager or their deputy.

Property and valuables
We ask that you do not bring in money or valuables but, should
this happen, they must be returned home as soon as possible.
You will be requested to sign an indemnity form when you come
onto Swan Ward as the ward cannot accept responsibility for your
property.
When you are in hospital please encourage your relatives to bring
in day and night clothes plus toiletries. We like our patients to feel
as comfortable as possible and it is surprising how being dressed
in your own clothes can make you feel better.
Unfortunately we do not have laundry facilities in the hospital.
As storage space is limited, please remember not to bring a lot of
personal items into hospital as this causes clutter.
Encourage your relatives to check on a daily basis to see what
can be taken home. Over-crowded lockers and bed tables can
prevent effective cleaning.
No flowers are allowed on the ward due to risk of infection.
Your relatives may wish to provide moist wipes for hand
cleansing.
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Medication
In order to maintain continuity of their prescribed medicine, and
to assist our ward pharmacist, we would like all patients to bring
their medication into hospital with them.

Chaplaincy
There is a hospital Chaplain, also Ministers of other faiths and
denominations who visit Swan Ward.
If you would like to see one of them, please speak to the Nurse
looking after you or at reception.

Discharge and follow-up
Please see separate leaflet ‘Leaving Hospital’
If there is anything else we can do to make your stay on Swan
Ward more comfortable, please let us know.
Please speak to the Nurse in charge if you are concerned
about any aspect of your or your relative’s care.
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Further Information
We endeavour to provide an excellent service at all times, but should you have
any concerns please, in the first instance, raise these with the Matron, Senior
Nurse or Manager on duty. If they cannot resolve your concern, please contact
our Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) on 01932 723553 or email
pals@asph.nhs.uk. If you remain concerned, PALS can also advise upon how
to make a formal complaint.
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